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OCEANSIDE PHOTOGRAPHY SOCIETY
WELCOMES VISITORS
Visitors may attend two free meetings (either/or general meeting or education meeting) before deciding
whether to join the club. Please check in at the membership desk as you enter. The annual dues are $48
for the #irst year (which includes a name tag) and $36
per year afterwards. Dues are prorated monthly for
new members joining between June and April.

MEETING TIMES
General Meetings are held the #irst Wednesday of the
month from 7:00 to 9:00 pm in the West Hall at the
Qualicum Beach Civic Centre.
Education Meetings take place on the third Tuesday
of the month at 7:00 pm in the Windsor Room at the
Qualicum Beach Civic Centre except during July, August and December.

The aim of the Oceanside Society is to promote learning, sharing and the enjoyment of
photography in a convivial atmosphere.
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CLUB MEETINGS
Please remember to wear your
name tag to club mee ngs and
events. To replace a lost nametag
see Frieda at the membership desk
or email to
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COVER PHOTO: Norwegian Flags in Parade by Vivienne Bearder taken with a
Panasonic DMC-FZ1000. Se<ngs: f3.2; 1/320 sec; ISO 200; Pa!ern metering
mode.
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A NOTE FROM THE DIRECTOR
In this issue you will ﬁnd ar cles about na onal celebra ons in Europe, photographing puﬃns in Wales, Member news, Tech Talk, ps
and more.

Photo by OPS member Alice Sarog
h!ps://www.summerandcompany.com/

Vivienne Bearder,
Newsle!er Director
newsle!er.opc@gmail.com

Now, aBer a cold winter and wet spring, our summer weather has
been warm to quite hot so far! In these ‘lazy hazy days of summer’ (hazy especially due to unfortunate wildﬁres in B.C.) there are
numerous ac vi es and events around Oceanside and beyond that
provide photo opportuni es for us all. The newsle!er team and other members would love to hear how you have spent the summer, so
please send us your photos along with a brief ar cle or paragraph for
us to include in our September issue.
Looking ahead, the team is planning a smartphone photography special issue for November. More and more people are taking amazing
pictures using their phones; so again, we would love to see your pictures and thoughts about using a phone camera.

Winning images at Photo Salon 2017, hosted by the Harbour City Photography Club,
included three by our members…
2nd: “Farrier Visit” by Inge Riis McDonald
Honourable Men on: “Last Glimpse” by
Jack Harynuk
Judges’ Choice: “Indian Portrait” by
Wayne Buhr
Well done!
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WAYNE DUKE: PHOTO SELECTED FOR
NIKON EXHIBITION

Nikon has asked NPS* members to submit photos in
various categories for a four-city event
across Canada. They have chosen 100 photos to
display in the show and I have been lucky enough to
be chosen for one of my photos. The photo (below)
is one that was taken in Nanaimo while watching a
Na onal Motocross event. I am not sure what criterion was necessary to be chosen for this juried event
but I do know that this photo is tack sharp and very
colourful.

Of course I will be excited to view my photo amongst
the other 99 professionals that also contributed
their work. I am told that all photos will be displayed as a 13x19 ma!e ﬁnish print. As for detailed
informa on about all photos, one would assume
that will be posted for all the techies. I feel quite
privileged and humble in my photographic endeavors to have such an honor to be among some of Nikon’s best and elite photographers in Canada for this
100 year Nikon celebra on.

The exhibi ons will take place in Toronto, Montreal,
Vancouver and Calgary in that order some me in
September. As yet I have no deﬁnite informa on on
speciﬁc dates or venues.

*Editor’s note: Nikon Professional Services (NPS) is
a Nikon organiza on designed to assist qualiﬁed, full
- me professional photographers who earn their living using Nikon equipment.

Marcie Gauntle! sold this image showcasing two popular local subjects: the
herring ﬁshery and Mt. Arrowsmith .
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Two National Celebrations: Italy and Norway
by Vivienne Bearder
Whenever Alan and I plan our travels, we keep our eyes open
for any fes vals or other special events that might be happening in the places we visit. During our trip to Europe this year,
we were fortunate to see Na onal Day celebra ons in Italy
and Norway. We discovered that these two events could not
have been more diﬀerent!
Marching with Vene an ﬂag

25 April 2017 Italy – Venice
April 25th is Libera on Day in Italy. All around the country people gather to commemorate the end of WWII in Italy,
ending the Fascist regime and Nazi occupa on. In Venice the Feast of St. Mark (patron saint of Venice) and Festa
del Bocolo coincide with Libera on Day, making the event in the city both solemn and roman c. Solemn because
people gather to watch a ceremony honouring their fallen military and roman c because the Festa del Bocolo involves men presen ng red roses to the women in their lives.
On the morning of April 25th, we walked from our apartment in the Castello Ses ere (one of Venice’s districts) to
St. Mark’s square (Piazza San Marco), where people were gathering to watch the ceremony that honours their fallen military. Fortunately we were able to secure a ‘front row’ posi on, behind some soldiers and across part of the
piazza from the reviewing stand. ABer wai ng for a short while, a column of veterans and dignitaries entered the
square and took their posi ons on or near the raised reviewing stand. Soldiers, airmen, marines and sailors complete with weapons stood at a!en on near the ﬂag poles opposite the stand and just in front of us. During the
next 30 minutes we listened to speeches (in Italian, naturally), and then the singing of the patrio c song of Venice
followed by the Italian Na onal Anthem. Three ﬂags were raised – the Vene an ﬂag, which features the winged
lion of St. Mark, the tricolour Italian ﬂag and the 12 starred European ﬂag. In front of the reviewing stand was a
Cont’d on next page

Prepare arms
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Carabinieri oﬃcer wearing his magniﬁcent dress uniform –
Carabinieri are a military force charged with police du es.
At the end of the ceremony, the veterans and dignitaries
marched from the piazza towards the Grand Canal, followed by the remainder of the military personnel. Despite
not being able to understand Italian, we found that watching this ceremony evoked an emo onal response, par cularly for my sister Charmaine who had not previous experienced seeing this kind of event. ABerwards people dispersed to diﬀerent parts of the piazza, some talking
amongst themselves while carrying large Vene an ﬂags,
others taking in the almost empty piazza or exploring the
temporary stands at which red roses were being sold.
Each stand represented a charity to which the proceeds
from the sale of the roses would be donated.

We walked to the Red Cross stand as Charmaine wanted to have a photo taken with one of the elderly nurses who
were selling the roses. The rose duly purchased and photo taken, we decided that this was to be the one me we
would sit and enjoy a beverage in one of the famous cafes! Si<ng at one of the outside tables, listening to the music played by the musicians under the yellow awning of the historic Caﬀe Lavena and gazing over the glorious Piazza San Marco was most deﬁnitely a special, albeit expensive treat! Once we decided to leave, Alan jumped up and
held aloB the cellophane-wrapped red rose and led Charmaine and I out of the piazza as if he was a tour leader
leading his ﬂock through the crowds.
Cont’d on next page

Charmaine with Red Cross Nurse
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17 May 2017 – Norway
Norway’s cons tu on dates back to May 17th, 1814, a document
that declared Norway to be an independent kingdom in an
a!empt to avoid being ceded to Sweden aBer Denmark-Norway’s
defeat in the Napoleonic wars. The ﬁrst organized Na onal Day
parade was arranged in the 1860s. Today, parades of children,
represen ng the future of Norway, take place in communi es
throughout the country.
My sister Charmaine and I (Alan did not come with us to Norway)
were staying with my friend Ingvill just south of Oslo. Ingvill had
been planning to take us to the big parade in Oslo, but we said we
would rather see the local event if possible. The day dawned
overcast and a bit rainy, but that certainly did not dampen the enthusiasm of the children! We arrived at the playground of a local
school to ﬁnd parents and small children dressed in colourful naonal costume gathered to watch a brief performance of the older
children reci ng poems and singing. Parents and others carried
small Norwegian ﬂags and/or wore a red, white and blue ribbon or
badge, as did we, courtesy of our hosts! We were told that on this
day it is customary to say ‘congratula ons’ to those you meet.
Soon aBerwards the local school band and the children were on
the move to meet up with other school groups to form a large parade down a main street in the town of Kolboltn. We watched as
this parade passed us by, then took the car to town to wait for the
main event. In Kolbotn town square people milled around,
gree ng each other while children showed oﬀ their new clothes
and fancy balloons and enjoyed ice cream and other treats.

Choosing a special balloon

Younger children on parade

When we heard the sound of the marching bands approaching we
walked up to the street and found a place to watch the parade.
For each school, the senior children arrive carrying their oﬃcial
banner. They are followed by older children carrying full size ﬂags
and the schools marching band. The rest of the children arrive carrying hand sized ﬂags. As they march past, bystanders shout Hurra! Norwegians feel that this event focuses on their children and
celebrates them as represen ng the future of Norway.

Cont’d on next page
Oceanside Photography Society
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Note: Norwegian Na1onal Costume
Na onal Day is an opportunity for the men and women to
show oﬀ their ‘bunad’, Norway’s tradi onal costumes.
These are varied in design and represent the areas of Norway from which the children and parents come. Some ladies were even wearing costumes handed down from their
grandmothers. The capes and the special bags that hang
from a belt as well as other decora ve pieces of clothing are
hand embroidered and are very expensive to purchase!

Oceanside Photography Society
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RETURN TO SKOMER ISLAND by Teresa Lange Kings

This July I was lucky enough to pay a return visit to
Skomer Island, a bird sanctuary oﬀ the coast of Pembrokeshire, South Wales with my brother This year,
our plans were again thwarted by bad weather and
we had to wait an extra day to get the boat over to
the island. The day we went however was clear, sunny and hot. The climb down to the boat was as steep
as it was last year and the sea was just as rough and
the boat just as crowded!
When we approached the island last in early June
the waters were alive with thousands of sea birds:
guillemots, ki<wakes, razorbills and puﬃns and the
cliﬀs were full of guillemots and razorbills si<ng on
eggs. The noise was deafening. This me there were
many puﬃns, all busy diving and ﬂying back to the
island with their beaks stuﬀed with sand eels. The
noise level was s ll very high.

Steep pathways

The eighty-nine rough-hewn steps up to the welcome stage on the island were as steep and treacherous as I remembered and the path to the plateau
was steep and dusty. Reaching the plateau I was
struck by the diﬀerence in the appearance of the
island. In spring the island had been a blaze of colour from the spring ﬂowers. Now in the summer it
was an expanse of bright green from the waist-toshoulder-high ferns. Along the path edges were
some yellow ﬂowers being devoured by cinnabar
moth caterpillars and closer to the cliﬀs were expanses of wild chamomile. I asked the naturalists
about the plant life but they did not have any
knowledge, their sole interest being the birds.

DriBs of red campion and chamomile

Cont’d on next page
In July, tall ferns cover much of the island’s plateau
Oceanside Photography Society
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We walked through the ferns to the far cliﬀ edges where
the majority of puﬃns had been on our previous visit. We
were not disappointed though the number of birds was
far less, the juveniles and una!ached having already leB.
Those remaining were constantly on the move ﬂying back
and forth with sand eels for their young. Several mes I
saw a black backed gull swoop in and steal food from a
puﬃn in ﬂight. OBen the puﬃn would land and look
around before running to the burrow with its catch. Most
of the burrows were hidden in the chamomile whereas in
the spring the openings were easily visible. We spent four
hours with the puﬃns on the island, the maximum me
allowed each boat load.
On our previous trip the majority of visitors were families
and tourists, many from out of the country. This me the
majority were photographers, mostly male and most with
lenses as long as my arm.
Skomer Island is a wonderful place to visit. If you go be
prepared for a short rough boat ride and some fairly
strenuous exercise. To see the puﬃns you must visit in
May, June or July. Puﬃns do not get their bright coloured
beaks un l the breeding season; most of the year while
they are at sea the beaks are a dull grey.
Photographs were taken with a Sony a65000 with an 18200mm lens (27-300mm on my camera).

Cinnabar moth caterpillars
Oceanside Photography Society
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STUMP THE CHUMP: The Chump Considers
(and Buys!) Af=inity Photo
Your Chump here. This month I thought I would do something a li!le diﬀerent as there has been a dirth of ques ons for me to research. SO, knowing
that idle ﬁngers make for interes ng reading, I stumbled on what may be the reason that Adobe has started
publishing free tutorials to Photoshop on the interweb. They are worried about the compe on. We all
know that they switched their marke ng scheme from standalone purchases to subscrip on based service,
and I for one, railed against this blatant money grab. I HATE the fact that you now basically have to RENT the
(arguably) best photo edi ng soBware FOREVER, rather than buy it. And I understand their ra onale from a
purely business perspec ve. The cost of buying Photoshop before the subscrip on model was introduced
was pre!y steep at almost $1,000 if memory serves!
So imagine my surprise when I came across a new photo edi ng soBware that can be bought outright for
only $69.99 (CA), or $48.95 US. Must be garbage, right? I mean aBer all, Aﬃnity Photo is made in UK, not
USA. So I checked out the speciﬁca ons on their website and was suitably impressed by the list of features
that it is presently capable of, and this spurred me on (Hi! Ho!, Silver!) to search for reviews, tutorials and
the like. I found them easily. Some of the tutorials are video only with no commentary, which is a PITA, not
to put to ﬁne a point on it, but I guess it depends on your preferred learning style as to whether you like or
dislike repe ve elevator music played by a dyslexic six year-old! But I digress.
We all know that Photoshop and Lightroom suﬀer from almost terminal bloat (poorly wri!en code that causes the soBware to run slowly, even on fast computers). Indeed Adobe is reportedly spending most of their
pocket money these days on ways of speeding things up. More pressure from their compe on. And did I
men on the way they update features for the subscrip on model but not the standalone versions (e.g. their
dehaze ﬁlter)? True, there is a third party de-haze ﬁlter for LR that works great. It's called stay at home on
hazy days.
So the point of this rant is to alert you to the fact that there is now a cheap and viable alterna ve to Photoshop for photo edi ng. For those of you used to Photoshop the transi on will be easier, but the learning
curve is a li!le steep for those not used to, for instance, layers and other PS stuﬀ.
Before I give you the links to check it out, there are a few caveats to point out. Aﬃnity Photo does not include a data base func on for organizing and sor ng photos. Neither does PS. That func on is done by LR in
Adobe world. AP can be easily conﬁgured to run as an external editor in LR (Right click>edit in>AP) which
makes it really easy to go back and forth from one to the other. The on screen font size is a bit small for
these old eyes, but your mileage may vary! Available ﬁle types, bit depth, colour space and save op ons are
fully compa ble with all types of RAW ﬁles, PSD, TIFF, JPEG and others. RAW photos edited in AP will be converted to 16bit TIFF ﬁles and can be sent back to LR/PS in that format. I am sure there will be other things
that crop up as I get more familiar with the program.
Cont’d on next page
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Chump, cont’d

What's that you say, I bought it? Too right I bought it. It is available for Windows and Mac, and for iPad/ mobile devices. The content-aware edi ng tools are amazingly good. A host of special eﬀects are built in. You
can publish direct to various social media pla]orms. For me, its a no brainer. Especially when you consider
the alterna ves for a dedicated LR user. Available for Mac and Windows.
Here is the skinny for those of you who are s ll reading along . . . :)
h5ps://aﬃnity.serif.com/en-gb/photo/

Free Photoshop CC tutorials by Julianne Kost:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLXw7EK7EUaUHnc16OrPbFARENE9ubVUjQ

John Critchley sends this link to a good review and comparison of the top three
Nikon Dx bodies, namely the D500, D7500 and D7200:
h!ps://youtu.be/VpIW0_0MQEg
Well worth watching if you are in the market for a new ac on/wildlife camera.

Picking the Best Shots with Lightroom by Ed Dunnett
Do you like to shoot images of moving subjects such as sports, kids or wildlife? I do and oBen shoot mul ple images of the same thing to increase my chances.
Recently though I wonder if I am shoo ng enough. A friend of mine had a bear image accepted by Na onal
Geographic. She told me she used the high burst con nuous shoo ng mode on her camera to basically
come up with 20 shots of the same thing all in a few seconds. She was aBer the look that would produce
the winner.
Her result is at yourshot.na onalgeographic.com right now and hopefully will s ll be there when you want
to see it.
But no ma!er how many you shoot, how do you pick the best one?
I load of all the contenders into Lightroom, highlight all of them in Library mode and then cri1cally press
the le5er n. They all then open up in the Lightroom main window.
Then I begin to x out the duds and as I do so the remaining contenders get larger and larger. Eventually I am
choosing between two or three really big ones. I then eliminate the duds from my disk so as not to clu!er
storage space.
So the message is know how to change the drive mode on your camera to con nuous ﬁre as you will probably only want to use this technique when you have a winner in the works. And try the Lightroom trick to
pick the one you want to develop into your real prize.

Oceanside Photography Society
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THE NEXT BIG THING (GEAR ACQUISITION SYNDROM IS BACK, BABY!)
By John Critchley

In the June issue I wrote about the con nuing collapse
of the Digital Camera Industry in almost all segments
of the market except for smart phones, and the need
for some technological miracle to re-invigorate the
industry. This may just be that miracle!
I would like to thank Jack Harynuk for men oning to
me the revolu onary (and yes, I use that word advisedly) concept of curved image sensors for digital imaging systems.

The diagram above illustrates the problem of ﬂat
sensors and spherical lenses. The red lines indicate
light rays focused on the normal axis (centre) of the
image and the blue lines represent light from the
edge of the frame. The distance from the blue line
apex to the ﬂat ver cal black line (the sensor) indicates the amount of blur that must be removed by
adding addi onal lens elements to the lens design,
in order to garner a sa sfactory image. The design
and manufacture of such lenses is me consuming
and expensive and adds complexity, weight and
cost to the ﬁnal product.

Having read the research paper several mes, I think
it is safe to say that this discovery is likely to completely revolu onize the digital camera industry. This
revolu on is on the way and a number of industry
players already hold various patents on diﬀerent parts
of the technology, but the implica ons of the research
have far reaching implica ons not only for the camera
industry but also for lens manufacturers. In a nutshell,
once adopted, curved image sensors will obsolete all
exis ng lenses made for ﬂat sensor cameras. This
means that all companies presently involved in this
industry will be forced to redesign a completely new
line of lenses for the curved sensor cameras. Legacy
lenses will not work on curved sensors. The good
news is that these lenses will be smaller, lighter and
cheaper than exis ng lenses. (The MicrosoB project
has found a way of producing aﬀordable curved sensors, in fact, they formed exis ng ﬂat sensors into
spherical curved sensors!)
The technical discussion on the concept of curved sensors is beyond the scope of this ar cle and so I will
keep to the beneﬁts as outlined in the research referring constantly to the original paper published by MicrosoB (Yep, MicrosoB) under the project name
“Project Vermont”.

If the sensor could be curved to conform to the
spherical shape represented by the curved grey line
in the diagram, the edges of the photograph would
not require any correc ve lens elements and the
picture would contain no distor on or other aberra ons resul ng from the correc ve elements. Furthermore, the sharpness of the image would be
constant from centre to edge, light fall-oﬀ would be
almost completely eliminated, and the resolu on of
the lens (measured in line pairs per millimeter)
would be greatly enhanced. MicrosoB's test data
show resolu on improvements of up to 500% over
conven onal lens/ sensor pairings. The reference
below is the link to the research paper, and the diagrams and ﬁgures are copied from it.

h5ps://www.microso>.com/en-us/research/
project/project-vermont/#

h!ps://www.osapublishing.org/oe/fulltext.cfm?
uri=oe-25-12-13010&id=367160#g002
Cont’d on next page
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1

1

A: The eye focuses onto photosensi ve cells arranged along the curved focal surface inherent of a
thick lens. Typical op cal lenses require more elements and complexity to focus on ﬂat focal planes
and correct the aberra ons these compensa ng elements introduce, losing performance compared to a
curved focal plane.

2

B: Func onal, 18 megapixel (1/2.3” 7.6 mm x 7.7
mm die) BSI CMOS curved image sensor bonded to
a precise 18.74 mm curved mold surface.

2
As-designed MTF for curved vs. ﬂat designs for f/1.2,
1/2.3” CMOS sensor with 50 ° ﬁeld of view.
A: Curved sensor, op mized for an 18.74 mm radius
of curvature sensor.
B: Flat sensor op mized design. The curved system
has almost double the sharpness at every ﬁeld angle, despite having 1 less element and 2 fewer aspherical surfaces. The ﬂat sensor design is also much
larger.

3

3

Measured MTF results and rela ve illumina on
performance with comparisons to two high-quality
commercial f/1.2 cameras. Curved refers to the
prototype curved CMOS sensor camera. Canon refers to a Canon 50 mm f/1.2 lens mounted on a
Canon 1DS Mark III body. Flat refers to an Edmund
Op cs 6 mm f/1.2 lens mounted on a ﬂat version of
our CMOS sensor. The data show more than double the sharpness in the center and more than triple in the corner, as measured in Line-Width/
Picture-Height (LW/PH) at MTF30. Rela ve illumina on measurements show virtually no light lost
from center to corner for our curved sensor prototype compared to over 90% loss for the Canon lens.
Cont’d on next page
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outperforms the Canon lens which diminishes by
93.75% (4-stops) of illumina on in the corner,
while there is a 1.25 stop improvement over the
Edmund Op cs lens."
Conclusions

Image (above) captured with the curved sensor prototype camera. The zoomed-in por on shows excellent
sharpness far from center. The large depth range in the
scene illustrates pleasing shallow depth of ﬁeld enabled by the wide aperture of the f/1.2 lens.
The above illustra ons are liBed from the original research paper and are intended to whet your appe te
for more informa on!. Suﬃce it to say that the ar cle
has all the informa on. The really interes ng thing that
I got from my reading of this paper can be summed up
thus:
"While performance is increased throughout the ﬁeld,
the edge and corner performance is par cularly improved compared to the ﬂat baseline, showing close to
a 5x improvement at the edge and more than 3x improvement in the corner.

Curved sensor technology is on the cusp of making
a large impact on a number of scien ﬁc ﬁelds including photography, videography, computer vision and automa on, reconnaissance and surveillance imaging, microscopes, and telescopes,
among others. Curving the image surface can improve performance along many performance axes:
illumina on uniformity, resolu on, light-gathering
while also reducing system size, cost, and complexity. Using our op mized free edge bending
process, we have created a prototype curved sensor camera with extraordinary performance. It
surpasses, and in the case of illumina on uniformity far exceeds, the performance of much
larger professional camera systems like the Canon
1Ds DSLR equipped with a similarly fast f/1.2 50
mm lens. The ﬂexible bending process is scalable
to any die size, op cally precise even for fast
lenses, and compa ble with cost eﬀec ve, large
scale manufacturing processes.
The Next Big Thing goes to
the top of my Christmas list!

Our curved camera prototype maintains near perfect
consistency in illumina on, losing only 1% of the illumina on of the corner rela ve to the center. It vastly
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ASSIGNMENT: YOUR CANADA DAY 150 BIRTHDAY PARTY

1

August 2017

CATEGORY:
CATEGORY: COLOUR

Teresa Lange Kings
Reﬂec!on

2

John Critchley
Sign

3
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Ron Windrim
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ASSIGNMENT: YOUR CANADA DAY 150 BIRTHDAY PARTY
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CATEGORY: BLACK & WHITE

Rick Horte

1

Great Ride

2

3

Alan Smith

Cliﬀord Anderson
2 thumbs up at 150
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CATEGORY: DIGITAL ART

1

Linda Lundberg
Proud Canadian

2
Teresa Lange Kings

3
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THE LAST WORD: QUAINT IT AIN’T
One thing I thought we’d ﬁnd on our trip to Nova
Sco a was the ul mate quaint ﬁshing village and so
oﬀ we went every day with cameras at the ready,
looking for those ﬁshing villages where local ﬁshermen earned their living going oﬀ every day with
their traps and nets. Fisherman working on their
boats, repairing nets and telling salty yarns whilst
their wives hung out the laundry in back of their
brightly coloured houses. What we didn’t realize,
even though we live on Vancouver Island and watch
the giant commercial ﬁshery ply its trade, is that the
li!le ﬁshery no longer exists and therefore the li!le
ﬁshing villages no longer exist as anything other
than piles of lobster traps, a few sheds and a few
colourful houses except in heavily traveled tourist
areas like Lunenburg. Even Peggy’s Cove was a real
disappointment given my unrealis c expectaons. Now if I had done my research - note to photographers, do your research - I’d have had a much
be!er experience.
So pillar to post, north to south, east to west, looking for that one special ﬁshing village. It was

Oceanside Photography Society
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by Shelley Harynuk

star ng to feel pre!y fu le un l I saw the road sign
at Hunts Point. Finally I thought - ﬁnally! - and
they’ve even made it easy for us to ﬁnd. Of course
we were hurtling by at 100 km per hour at this point
as I was saying (well, perhaps more shou ng) to Jack
the we had to ﬁnd a place to turn around so we could
go and photograph the real thing, the real quaint
li!le ﬁshing village. It had to be true because it said
so on the sign. So turn around he did. ABer all, he’s a
photographer too, and what did we ﬁnd, well some
piles of lobster traps, a few sheds and some, but not
many brightly coloured houses.
Beware of your own expecta ons. There are a lot of
lovely small towns with lovely houses and boats etc
to photograph in Nova Sco a but I went with a roman cized vision of what I was going to ﬁnd and was
of course disappointed. By gosh though it would have
been great to see a ﬁsherman in a yellow rain suit
wearing a sou’wester just back from a day at sea in
his boat with a load of lobster. I guess it would be
nice to see a unicorn too!!
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